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League of angels homestead guide

Homestead League of Angels' first social feature Homestead will be launched on December 3! Create your homeland and decorate it! Add friends and visit each other! Pray for the baby and raise him/her! You can make them all branded a new feature homestead! This feature unlocks Lvl.43, which means
that you may experience this feature without reaching a high level. General description: Homestead consists of the interior of the country house and the Commons. Click the portal in the upper-right corner to enter the farmstead, or the Back button at the bottom right to return to the main interface. Click to
get to the interior of the farmstead commons. Click to enter the commons from the interior of the country house. Homestead Interior Click on the icon of the homestead. Here you can have your farm, mine and logging, where you can also decorate it as you like. Decorate Show us your style! Click on it to
start decorating. Drive the mine and wood into synthetic components, which can be placed in the interior of the farmhouse to increase the score of the farmstead. Description: 1.After homestead score reaches a certain amount, use logging and mining materials synth components through Jack (Forge).
2.Components has 3-star levels and placement limit: 50 1-star components, 15 2-star components and 1 3-star components. 3. The statue of angel is a component of 3 stars, so there can only be a statue of 1 Angel. Homestead scores can be converted into a party battle ranking according to the
corresponding Angel Statue conversion rate. Without the Angel statue, Homestead scores cannot be converted to party battle ratings. 4. Only components of players on your screen finishing panel. All components can be synthesized in Homestead Forge commons consuming certain substances. More
locations will open soon! Farm Grow Food to Feed Your Babies! On the farm, you can collect farm products synth food, which can be used to refresh babies. Click the rating button at the bottom to synthesize your items into food. All items evaluated will be placed in the stockstead. Click the inventory
button to check them! Please note that daily attempts to collect farms are limited. Items are updated at a certain time interval, the update can affect the quality and amount of the item. Mine Collect products for my syntax components. Click the Rating button at the bottom to synchronize items to
components. All items evaluated will be placed in the stockstead. Click the inventory button to check them! Please note that daily mine collection tests are limited. Items are updated at a certain time interval, the update can affect the quality of the item and the amount posting Collect products when posting
the sintial components. Click Rate at the bottom to synchronize items to components. All items evaluated will be placed in the stockstead. Click the inventory button to check them! Please note that daily registration collection attempts are limited. Update items time interval, the update can affect the quality
and amount of the item. Angel statue here comes the statue of Angel, where you can get more rewards and even have a baby! The statue of the angel is made up of two parts: Bless and child. Bless the three blessing regimes shown here: Gold, Receipt and Diamond. Gold Coupon Diamond price bless
50,000 coins for turn 50 Coupons for turn 50 Diamonds for turn awards and cooldown time and long cooldown time fair awards and moderate cooldown time for great reward and less cooldown time. More different types of blessings have separate tests, but the time of their CDs is shared. Note that when
the cooling time reaches 1 hour or more, players must wait or consume diamonds to clear the CD time. Try different types of bless to make more farmhouse resources! Run Diamonds blessed gets more and better rewards! Child Whether you are married or not, you can have a baby (boy / girl freely) in the
farmstead! Get the cute kid to boost your battle rating! Description: 1.There are three modes of players getting a baby: Child-Singles, Child-Couples, Diamond Child. 2.Diamond Child is available to players either single or married. While children-singles are available singles and children couples married
couples. 3.Diamond Kids has the highest blessing effect, Couples Children occupy second place and Singles's Children have the lowest impact. Children will be guaranteed when the blessing progress is complete. 4.To change the sex of a child requires certain diamonds, and the blessing of progress will
remain the same after sex chages. Babies will be able to learn different skills. 5. Players can pray to receive a child only after the CD time has expired. Baby System Babies can add stats to their heroes and character battles. Description: 1.The baby system works only when the player has received the
child successfully. 2. The player can pray only for one baby and bring one child (boy or girl) to fight him now. 3.Babies can be updated. Babies gain EXP through consuming foods that are synthesized on the farm, and over-collect rewards (like seafood rice) in the ranking. More features on the baby
system will come! Please stay tuned! Homestead Quests This is a homestead daily quest area. Complete the farmstead quest to earn chips and exchange them items. It shows the farmstead Score All Homestead buildings and hotkeys. When you place angel statue, homestead score converts to battle
ranking and adds to your battle. Commons Enter the Commons through the portal homestead interior. Commons is a place where players communicate with each other, which are from other servers in the same time zone. You can chat with friends, visit their farmhouse and more! Add friends when
clicking on the player more and friends friends visit each other. Homestead materials can be exchanged or synthesized in the Commons through the NPC. General NPC: 1.Jack (Forge) : Synth components and baby food here. 2. Municipal official: Apply to live in the city or move here. Here are three
cities: Wintery City, King's City and Northern City. To move you need 20 Diamonds. 3. Traders Baroque: Exchange Homestead token materials here! Hope you have fun loa! Since zoywiki.com League, the Angels' first social feature is Homestead. Create your homeland, decorate it, add friends and visit



each other, pray for the baby and raise them! You can make them all branded a new feature homestead! This feature unlocks Lvl.43, which means that you may experience this feature without reaching a high level. Content [display] Commons Interior You will find yourself in the lobby before you can
settle down in your homeland base, and start building your own farmhouse for a municipal official: It will give you land to start your farmstead. Jack (Forge): He also has the interior of your Forge button homestead, you can see him craft your Fancy Homestead Materials Homeland: It's a shop for buying
farmhouse materials and food for your kid. This store is also available from a Baroque trader in the commons. Homestead Interior Where you have your farm, mine, logging, furnace, magic house, warehouse, library and much more * coming soon * When you start you will have a certain set of stuff you
can use, it will increase your battle rating, your homestead score, and you get stronger in the process. You can expand your homestead with more farmstead scores by decorating your farmstead. Homestead Interiors Homstead Required homestead Lv1 *N/A* Homestead Lv2 50 000 Homestead score
Homestead Lv3 65 000 Homestead00 Homestead Score Homestead Lv5 Homestead Lv6 Farm Mine Logging Furnace Magic House Library / Warehouse Talk Librarian Children's Decor Guide List Homestead Decor [Read Here] Angel Statue When you need materials, you can seek the help of Angel.
The more you offer your gold, coupons, and diamonds (Limit 10 tests) they will shower the homestead material down. Eostre Zveda Grace 50000 Gold 50 Coupons 50 8:00 min 4:00 min 0:20 sec If you want a child you start the next part of your trip It will cost a lot of gold for the angel to give you a child.
XXXXX Spending: Blessed Gained: Cooldown: Single's Child 500k Gold for Bless Couple's Child 100k Gold for Blessed Diamond Child 10diamonds for Blessed Show Us Your Creativity Making an Amazing Homestead! Angel Best Mystic Mage Angel is Aphrodite (level 90). Its main skill is the
Loveseeking Arrow, which engages in MATK damage to all enemies and increases its country's mobility by 7.5%. Its halo increases ATK, Agility, HP, Hit, Agility, and Dodge. Angel Worship If you want min-max it's good to all active all the time, they give you as many stats as 3-7% MATK, Dodge, Hit Rate,
PATK, Agility, DMG Reduction and HP. Aegis It's a good thing to level all Aegis at level 4 or 6. The best skill you can get from Aegis is from a level 6 Pisces Aegis called Pisces Special Skill, which has a 38% chance of reviving one hero who died in battle. Character skills a good player will have all the
talents inside the tree. They give a lot of good bonuses to your mage. They increase your damage, your resistance to injury and give you a few use spells. The best spell you can get in mysticism is Thunder Strike + 3, which costs 50 rage to throw and offers damage to the lowest HP heroes and the
damage is greater when the lower health they have. For the second spell you need a sand time +7, which involves damage and reduces DEF and agility by 52% in goal and last spell in mysterious shadow + 5, which involves damage to the enemy front row and gives your heroes 25% Max HP shield 2
rounds and treats them 25% Max Damage. Mount Best Mystic Mage Mountain is Luminous Steed, which is really strong in updating +24 and Freedom +50. His glamour skill is called Illuminating Baptism and at level 9 it increases the attack, end and damage reduction for all party members who stack 3
times. Freedom +50 this mountain gets seraphim blaze fire AE, Odin Force electro RES, Poseidon Flux Ice RES and Zeus Opus end. Marriage Character must be married to someone. The main character gear the best gear you can get your main hero is the Imperial set and upgrades it to +100 and all
tools must be refined 13 stars on each piece. Gems All gems should be at 11 level here. Staff Agility / Hit / Hit / Dodge + Block / MEASURE + Dodge + Dodge + Hit Helmet Agility / Hit / Dodge / Dodge / Dodge Block/MATK + Dodge+ Hit Ring MATK/Hit/Dodge+ Block/MATK + Dodge + Dodge + Dodge + Hit
Boots MATK/Hit/Dodge+ Block/MATK + Dodge + Hit + Hit All These Gems Must Be At Least Level 9 to Open Pearl Combo. Emblems must be level 20 to obtain statistics such as HP, PATK, PDEF, MATK, MDEF and agility. Runes To get a huge battle ranking using runes you need Demonguard +9,
Demonspawn +9 and Demonflame +9, and element runes you need to rank 9 level 1 weapon rune, which increases weapon bonus and MATK, Helmet Helmet Bonus and HP, Armor Runs for Armor Bonus and PDEF Accessory Accessory Bonus, Crit, END and Hit, Greaves Rune for Greaves Bonus and
MDEF and Shoes Rune for Boot Bonus and Agility. Slyph-bound Slyph should be Ocean Spirit Lvl2: 1 Star Boost for HP, ATK, Def, Agility, Dodge and Electro DMG. This will give you skills called the Spirit of the Ocean and 2 it increases the revolution of the atk symbol 2. Clothing Bonus There are so
many items you can buy here, you can get Angels and Demons 500 PATK and 500 MATK, Enchanted Evening 2500 hp, Fire Starter 3000 hp, Winter Wonder for PDEF and MDEF, Dragonslayer for PATK and MATK, Golden Age 3000 hp, Hot Summer PATK and MATK, Sky Archer HP and END, Aztec
Warrior HP and END, King's Return HP and END, Summer Gear HP and End, Fairy's Hymn for Agility, Halloween Costume PATK, MATK, Iron Wings HP and END, Perking Opera Agility and Score, Employee Agility Clothing. These clothes should give you 80k PATK, 60k PDEF, 250k HP, 80k MATK, 56k
MDEF and 25k Agility. Apparel emblem The best you can get a mage is enhanced justice emblem to have a 20% chance of increasing the overall skill of the honor shop and ruins the emblem 20% increased chance of causing the finishing move. The country's best heroes of your country are: silver
dragon lord who is rogue, Hecate who is a magician, a light messenger who is a magician, an Earthshaker who is a warrior and a nereida magician. Silver Dragon Lord (Rogue) Spells This Hero should spell Dragon Smash + 9 to deal with huge damage to the back row based on missing health. Next is
Brute Force +7, which is a passive skill to increase attack by 15%, brutality + 7 increase damage when target HP is low and Overpower + 8 increase hit 16%. Gear If you don't have all the L1 Imperial set as the main hero you can use L2 Imperial, L1 Void, L2 Prometheus, S1 Archangel sets and all should
be refined up to +94. Elemental attributes Here you should fire 20 to increase fire damage by 45k and fire res up to 30k, ice 20 ice damage and ice mis and electro 20 electro damage and electro RES. Runes Here runes you need Enshroud + 7 Angel Resistance, Encircle Hunter Resistance and Rogue
Resistance and increase bonus damage against all classes except rogues. The last should be to penetrate +4 to increase resistance and add angel rage when you use skills. Runes here should be at least rank 7 and level 3, on the weapon you get a weapon bonus, PATK and Hit, Helmet Rune gives
helmet bonus and HP, Armor run gives Armor bonus and PDEF, Accessories Rune increase accessory bonus and crit end and hit, Greaves Rune give Greaves Bonus and MDEF, and shoes runs to increase boot bonus and agility. Gemstones All gems should be at least level 7. Dagger HP / PATK / HIT /
HP + PATK / AGILITY + HIT / PATK + Crit Mail HP / PATK / AGILITY / HIT / HP + PATK / AGILITY + Hit Greaves HP / PATK / AGILITY / HIT / HIT / HP + PATK / Crit + Hit Helm HP / PATK / Agility / Hit / HP + PATK / AGILITY + Hit Accessories PATK / Agility / Result / HP + PATK / Agility + Hit / Crit + Hit
Boots PATK / Agility / Hit / HIT / HP + PATK / Agility + Hit / PATK + Hit Train Here you be at least as a precautionary measure And unlock all traits like Seraphim Blaze, Odin Force, Poseidon Flux and Zeus Opus and have 10 stars. Update You should update +25 to unlock Dragon Smash +9 and increase
statistics such as Hero PATK + 125%, PDEF, HP, MATK, MDEF and Agility. Hecate (Mage) Gear Same as other heroes, your gear should have L1 Loki, L1 Imperial, S1 Hoder, S1 Archangel, L1 Tyr, L2 Achilles and all must be at least +90 refined. Gems HP/MATK/AGILITY/END/HP+MATK/HP+END
Runs Demonguard and Demonspawn should be active. Spells Here you will have Flame Essence +8 to cure 2 party members 10% HP and reduce damage by 2 turns. Spirited soul +9 increase maximum HP 27% and intense Willpower +6 increase healing crit by 12%. Combos Here you need to unlock all
combos, enhance combo stats, gem combos, and 11 stars to hone gear for more stats. Training This hero must have at least +40 Temperance to receive all the bonuses: Seraphim Blaze, Odin Force, Poseidon Flux and Zeus Opus. Upgrade you need to upgrade this hero +22 to get flame essence +8
skills. Element Hecate requires at least fire level 9, Ice level 9 and Electro level 9. Light Messenger (Mage) Gear This hero has L1, L2, S1 or S2 drive for him all refined at +90. Gems HP/MATK/AGILITY/END/HP+MATK/HP+END Runs Demonguard, Demonspawn and Demonflame should be active.
Spells This Hero has Dark Meditation +9 to increase anger for all heroes, HP, ATK and agility and make the hero resistant to disorder and stunn. Next is Swift Move +7 agility 21% and Rapid strength +10 to reduce damage received by 25%. Combo As I mentioned earlier in Hecate you need all the
bonuses from gems and strengthen. Training this hero is really strong with Temperance +46 for all bonuses and 10 stars. Update minimum upgrade this hero should be +25 dark meditation +10 skill. Element Light Messenger has at least 20 levels of fire and ice resistance. Electro resistance may be lower
due to this I have level 2. Earthshaker (Warrior) Gear Gear of this character should be L1 and L2, the same with an improved over +95 of all bonuses. Gems HP/PATK/Agility/Result/Agility + Hit/PATK + Crit Runes Ironfist, Ironheart and Ironsoul should be active. Spells of this kind spells frost strike +8 that
talks about damage to enemies with tiny HP and carry them, Brute Force + 10 increased attack by 20% and brutality + 7 increased damage when the symbol is small HP. combo Same here you need to increase, gem and upgrade combo. Training this hero must have at least justice +45 all stars and
bonuses. The update update here must be more than +23 for Frost Strike +8. Element like tank this hero has fire, ice and electro maxed out at level 20. Nereida (Mage) Gear Its gear should be L1 S1, all upgrades to at least +90. Gemstones HP / MATK MATK / Agility / HP + MATK / HP + MDEF Runes
Demonguard should be active on it. Spells it has Dragon Fury +8 Party Rage, ARK, DEF and Agility Buff, Swift Move +4 for mobility boost, Rapid strength +5 reduced damage. Combo Same as other heroes. Training She needs temperature +31. To update it must update +22 basic skills. Element Fire, ice
and electro must be level 20. Dragon Main Hero Spells should be Phoenix Nirvana +1 (legendary) to have the chance to be resurrected in the fight. Here you need to choose Radical. And gems include 2Abupreceso level 8 fire +48 and Dodge, Summon Level 8 hit and ice +48, Thunderclap matk and
wind, Grace Level 8 wind and HP. Silver Dragon Lord It must also be radical. Spelling him in need of art deception +1 (legendary one) to reflect the damage to the enemy's back row. And gems are cosmic level 8 agility, invite level 8 hit, extinction level 8 crit, ruin level 8 patk and grace level 8 HP. Hecate
Hecate is radical as well. He has a Phoenix Nirvana +1 for the chance to be resurrected, and gems mistique, redemption, hurricane, extinction and Grace at all levels 7-8. The Messenger of Light Light messenger is radical, and Phoenix Nirvana +1 (legendary), with runes Grace, Mistique, Sentinel,
Eternity, Cosmic at all levels 7-8. Earthshaker Earthshaker is the only one with protection, it uses blazing Wrath+1 legendary to gain HP and rage. His gems are Invite, Cosmic, Summoning Ruins, Grace of All Levels 7 or 8. Nereida Nereida is radical, has Phoenix Nirvana +1, and gems everburn,
hurricane, supremacy, Exalt and Luster all levels 6-8. Element Main character For the main poglit. All gems should be dazzling Electro Focal Level 75. Silver Dragon Lord His skills should be Ice Lord Level 6 and Gems Dazzling Ice Heart Level 75. Hecate Hecate should have a heart mayhem level of 5
and gems 2x Dazzled Electro Heart Level 75, 2xDazzling Ice Heart Level 75 and 2x Dazzling Fire Heart level 75. The Light Messenger of Light should flame lord level 5 and all gems should be dazzled by fire heart level 75. Earthshaker Earthshaker should have Ice Lord level 6 with bejeweled Dazzling Ice
Heart Level 65. Nereida Nereida has a level of heart chaos 4 and gems are the same as Hecate. Hecate.
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